
WHAT’S ON THIS WEEK…..

Curry Chinese

Football Rugby
Cake Pie
Beer Wine
Tea Coffee

Flying Driving
Sea Mountains

Dog Cat

Summer Winter
Blue Red

With Mrs Hall

Be The Best You Can Be
With CCSC

Week 36 Monday  21st June 2021

Y10 
Virtual Tasters session of 

6th form college

Year Event 
logs Best pupil Best form

Y7 735   ↓ Trinity Mudryj 7ND (15) 7JWI (153) ↓
Y8 1169 ↑ Sam Wilton-Hobson 8HM (17) 8PF (215) ↑
Y9 1023 ↓ Rhiannon Kearns 9AK (81) 9AR (234)  ↓
Y10 705   ↑ Isaac Futter 10EH (29) 10PY (129) ↑
Total 3632 ↑ 8%

Zero  
Conduct Logs

100% 
Attendance

Attendance Best form
Attendance

Y7 121 (73%) ↑ 122 ↓ (74%) 91.6%  ↓ 7JWI 97.4%

Y8 128 (68%) ↑ 130 ↓ (69%) 90.9% ↓ 8AG 95.2%

Y9 N/A N/A N/A N/A

Y10 112 (69%) ↑ 91 ↓ (56%) 77.2% ↑ 10KE 85.7%

Total 361 (70%) ↑ 343 ↓ (66%) 87.0% ↑

Last Week Event Logs

Lates & Uniform 
Detentions

Arrive to school on time in 
the correct uniform.

https://www.online-stopwatch.com/random-name-pickers/name-picker-wheel/?r=6M0BgkCNhb
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↓ 100% attendance draw ↓

https://www.online-stopwatch.com/random-name-pickers/name-picker-wheel/?r=6M0BgkCNhb


Luca Cartlidge 8LE 

For fantastic effort and 
performance in lessons, 

especially Science.

Storm Webb  8SE
for exceptional work in 

lessons as well as 
independent learning.

Sarah Watt 7JWI 

For her monumental 
effort this week to teach 

as many teachers as 
possible! Well done!

Tom Vasey 7MC 

For pushing himself this 
week and being 

recognised by several 
teachers for his hard 
work. Great effort!

Isobel Conyon 9AK

For her constant hard work 
and effort and attempts to 
educate me on a variety of 

topics via teach the 
teacher.

Alex Hughes 9IR 

For being such a polite and 
well mannered young man 

who always works really 
hard and puts 100% effort 
into everything he does.

Joshua Bourne 10P 

Showing good initiative 
for Sports Captain role

Kaitlyn Jepson 10EH

Excellent work in GCSE 
PE. Well written 

coursework and ahead of 
schedule.

Has your hard work been chosen this week? Please view all the students outstanding work @ CCSC. 
Well done to Sam Foster whose MFL work was truly out of this world!!!

Y7 https://www.online-stopwatch.com/random-name-pickers/name-picker-wheel/?r=UGCbpu1Nhb
Y8 https://www.online-stopwatch.com/random-name-pickers/name-picker-wheel/?r=szRouu1Nhb
Y10 https://www.online-stopwatch.com/random-name-pickers/name-picker-wheel/?r=Ct8o8u1Nhb

Were you the best you 
can be? Use the links 

to find your name!

Millie Parton Y11

https://www.ccsc.staffs.sch.uk/index.php/news/556-outstanding-work-at-ccsc

https://www.online-stopwatch.com/random-name-pickers/name-picker-wheel/?r=UGCbpu1Nhb
https://www.online-stopwatch.com/random-name-pickers/name-picker-wheel/?r=szRouu1Nhb
https://www.online-stopwatch.com/random-name-pickers/name-picker-wheel/?r=Ct8o8u1Nhb
https://www.ccsc.staffs.sch.uk/index.php/news/556-outstanding-work-at-ccsc


Word of the week: 

Summer 
Spanish: El verano 

French: L’été
Italian: L’estate

German: Der sommer

7/3 – Aimee Price and 
Madisson Fowler 

for very impressive independent 
work this week.

8/2x – Gracie Hemmings, Liberty 
Salt and Brianna Henry 

for an absolutely incredible speaking 
assessment.

10/3 – Chloe Mason 
for her fantastic attitude to 

learning and working really hard on 
her General Conversation.

BRAVO!!!

Mrs Rutters MFL 
Stars of the week

This week across all years, we will be 
continuing to recap and going over what you 

have learned this year, to make sure that you 
understand it and can apply it. 

We have been very impressed with the Y9s 
participation and effort on online lessons. Well 

done!

The unremarkable Juanquini

An inept magician pulls off the trick 
of his life: accidentally disappearing 
a wanted criminal during a police 

raid. Now he's going to pay for that.

Netflix recommendation:

Don’t forget to use Sora to fill in 
your reading passports.

English Stars of the Week
GA: Hannah Royce (Y9) for a really positive and 
enthusiastic attitude to the online learning. She turns up 
early to every lesson and is always willing to throw herself 
into whatever challenge she is presented with.

KW: Tyler Macquire (7/3) has shown a great improvement 
in his attitude towards learning and is producing some 
amazing work.

KM: Tom Bomporola (Y7): for continued effort to be the 
best he can be in lessons and for enthusiastic 
contributions to lessons.

EW: Cian Ellis (Y8), for his enthusiastic acting skills and 
fantastic contributions to English lessons😊

AP: Holly-Ann Rutter (8.4). She works hard, contributes 
every lesson and helps those around her. She is an 
absolute star!!

KDR: Ella Duff (Y9) for her amazing effort whilst working 
from home.
KM: Film: Eve Sharpe (Y9( – always 100% effort in lesson. 
Well done.



This weeks writing challenges

Did you know that you can read with 
your ears using Sora!!



169 ↑ Students have logged in this week and completed 
6,690↑ questions to test their knowledge

Make sure 
you log in 

every 
week!

Best Class

Teach the teacher allows you to teach and test your teachers on 
the crucial knowledge  you have learnt.

Fill in the postcard and email it any teacher to earn yourself an 
event log and a ticket for 

weekly lucky dip draw. Well done to all

56 entries, this weeks lucky winner is…… 

Rhiannon Kearns 9AK
https://www.online-stopwatch.com/random-name-

pickers/name-picker-wheel/?r=ACM6Wu1Nhb

English,
Maths,
Science What crucial knowledge 

can you remember?

Black to 
move…..

Checkmate in

3 moves 
What are the 
moves?????

Black pawn F7 àF 6 CHECK!
White king à H4

Black bishop G1 à F2 CHECK! 
White pawn G2 à G3

Black bishop à G3 
CHECKMATE!!

7/1x
8/2y
9/4
10/1x

https://www.online-stopwatch.com/random-name-pickers/name-picker-wheel/?r=ACM6Wu1Nhb


Have an idea, event or news that you want to share in next 
week’s edition please email 

Miss Edwards kedwards@ccsc.staffs.sch.uk

Lets Learn 
Creatively

21st Summer Solstice, 26th International Day Against Drug Abuse 

Don’t forget to
check you emails and 

Teams daily to 
complete your 

homework quizzes!

Could this be the strangest time in history to be a teenager? No other young generation in recent memory 
has had to spend two years shut up inside, learning alone from a screen, rarely able to see friends or 
extended family.
So it is no wonder that mental health problems have hit an all-time high among the young. New NHS 
research shows that one in six 5 to16-year-olds reported a probable mental health disorder last year - up 
from one in nine in 2017.
But experts are keen to stress that young people’s brains can bounce back even from extreme pressures like 
the pandemic, because when we are young, our brains are at their quickest and most flexible.
Humans evolved to be adaptable creatures, and we have used this skill to spread ourselves into all of the 
world’s diverse environments: grasslands, forests, mountains, deserts, even ice sheets.
Unlike other species, we have created our own environments to live in: cities and towns, ships, space 
stations and perhaps in the near future, settlements on other planets.
But to do this, we had to evolve extremely malleable brains that develop during our childhood to adapt to the 
environment that we find ourselves in. That is why the brain takes much longer to develop than any other 
organ.

What is the summer solstice?
The solstice marks the beginning of astronomical 

summer in the Northern Hemisphere.
It translates from the Latin of sol and sistere, 
meaning sun and standing still, because the 

solstice gives the illusion of the sun standing still.
During this time, the sun is at the northernmost 

point from the Earth's equator.

The longest day of the year - also 
known as Midsummer - will be on 
Monday 21 June, and the UK is 

expected to get almost 17 hours of 
daylight to mark the occasion.

Should adults be more like teenagers? Children’s mental health 
has suffered during the pandemic, but experts are confident 

young people’s remarkable brains will survive and adapt.


